
	 	

Luton All-stars Premise 
 
We took a bunch of musicians, drafted them into 4 teams 
and sent them off to make music together. 
 
That’s the basic outline ... 
 
On the 26th of September at The Castle Tavern a group of 
Luton’s best musicians, each with a musical talent, an 
urge to make music and a drive to create were drafted into 
musical teams. Each team member was picked at random 
and placed in their team with their team captains. These 
musicians have come together from a mix of musical 
backgrounds including rock, metal, reggae and soul to join 
in this exciting and new project.  
 
The project takes these teams and musicians out of their 
comfort zone and into a creative atmosphere where they 
can make music for our town to be proud of.  
 
We asked them to go and write and create with only 1 
requirement. Each team must create at least 2 original 
tracks as a minimum to showcase in a 30 – 45 minute set. 
 
This is the first time we have conducted this experiment 
and I am sure the teams will agree its not been a smooth 
ride that being said each team has worked hard through 
the trials and challenges they have faced.  
 
We are very proud of what has been achieved and can’t 
wait to hear what they have produced. We hope you are 
too.	

Team Captains and Performers 
 
Captain - Martin Crowe 
Performers - Steve Liddle, Tamsin Clube, Kenny 
Stevenson and Arunas Kaciulis 
 
Captain - Nik Scott 
Performers - Dawn Naptali-Gayle, Bekki May, Robert 
Thomas and James Mitchell 
 
Captain - Jake Smith 
Performers - Dan Baker, Dave Cowler, Mark Spence, 
Rebecca Elizabeth Rose, Chris Oakley, Callan Hughes 
and Ryan Taylor	
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Luton ALLSTARS SHOWCASE 

Special thanks to all those who showed interest, shared 
their time and participated in this project. It was a tall ask 
of a lot of people and we thank you. 
 
Other Participants :- Andy Sizmur, Andy Swain, Chris 
Marks, Connor Connolly, Dan Briscombe, Daniel Groome, 
Daryl Mcarthur, Dave Owens, Donny Pearson, George 
Zafirakis, Mark Goodhew, Guy Webster , Henry Croft , 
James Cardwell, James lane, James Robins, Kieran 
Taylor, Kirk Brandham, Lucy Sneddon, Martin Kinneavy, 
Matt Foster , Matthew Bujok, Paul Watts, Phil Romeo, 
Ryan Prazer, Vix stone, Tony Paul, Nik Stojkov, Paul 
Conning, Connie Lawlor. 
 
If you are interested in taking part or helping Luton Live/s 
Promotions don’t hesitate to contact us at - 
 

Info@LutonLives.co.uk 


